Rapid Marine
Universal Chocks
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NOT JUST A
BLOCK OF WOOD

KEY
FEATURES

Designed and manufactured in the UK, Rapid
Marine introduce their new Universal Chocks.

- Hand crafted in Iroko hard wood

Consisting of 84 individual components, the
Universal Chocks are designed to support
tenders and jetskis up to 1450kg in weight.

- Self-adjusting support pads
- Suitable for any tender and jetskis
up to 1450kg in weight

Using a ‘push to fit’ attachment system,
the Universal Chocks will not float off
when the hydraulic bathing platform is
submerged, then simply ‘pull to remove’ to
produce a clean deck when not required.

- Choice of deck fittings

This Product also complements the
Rapid Padeyes, (DAME award 2015).

- Will not float off when submerged

- Easy to use - push to fit - pull to remove
- Designed for hydraulic platforms

The Rapid Marine Universal Chocks
could possibly be the last set of Chocks
the owner will need to purchase.

(Image shows the prototype without the rubber pad)
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TECHNICAL
SPECIFICATION
Self-adjusting support pads
- Constructed from an injection moulded
inner core using 30% Glass Fibre
Reinforced Polypropylene for strength,
with an over mould of 10mm Thermo
Plastic Elastomer, all cladded in Iroko
Recessed in the base

Support block
- Machined to shape from a block of
Acetal engineering plastic for strength
Main body
- Iroko
- 2 x 14mm Acetal pins to avoid scratching
the mirror polished deck plates
- Recessed in the base to accommodate
the Low Profile deck fittings

Flush Fitting Padeye

Deck fittings
- Flush Fitting; routed into the teak decks
- Low Profile; sit 5mm above the deck,
suitable for GRP & space limited decks
Split bush
- Contained within the deck fitting
- Hole diameter of 13.5mm which expands
when the chocks pins are inserted
- Provides grip which prevents the chocks
from floating off on hydraulic platforms

(Image shows the prototype without the rubber pad)
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Low Profile Padeye
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“My experience with Rapid Marine was truly first class,
a friendly professional team who extols the virtues of old
fashioned customer service.The products are absolutely
first class. The pictures don’t do justice to the quality
of build and finish. I personally fitted the Universal
Chocks and Flush Padeyes, easy to fit and the finished
project looked superb! Thanks Rapid Marine Team.”
- Mr.Whittaker
(Fitted to a Bavaria Yacht)

(Image shows the prototype without the rubber pad)
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Rapid Marine Ltd.
Unit 21-22
8
Lister Mill Business Park
Plymouth
PL7 4BA

www.rapidmarine.co.uk
sales@rapidmarine.co.uk
01752 345 911
rapid_marineltd
Rapid Marine Ltd

